Security Alarms

Always working.
Even when you’re not.
Continuous remote monitoring
Raidervision is the worlds most advanced and only temporary alarm system specifically designed for temporary
external and remote applications, on the market.
Designed and built in the UK for
highly client centric construction site
and scaffolding sites.

Fully armoured for hazardous environments
Built to withstand low and high temperatures
100% wireless installation
No power cables required
Video conﬁrmed alarm triggers
High volume siren
20m animal immune detection beam
Remote control operation
1km range. 2 kilos in weight

Key Features:
A combination of the world’s most stable externally
rated detectors with market-leading illumination
and video capture and transmission technology.

The RaiderVision technology sends video to CSS
servers in minutes, allowing rapid response to
alarm events.

The units feature motion sensors with dual-beam
animal immune detectors designed to detect warm
objects, such as people and vehicles, without false
activations due to wildlife and weather.

The units can have a continuous 24/7 real time
connection to monitoring and can be controlled
remotely where required, without power,
telephone lines or cables.

Full Site
Security
Sorted.

No cables or power required

Whether you operate a small or large construction project in a single location, or
numerous small compounds on a civil engineering project, the CSS RaiderVision
system provides a highly stable, flexible and cost effective solution for protecting plant, materials and structures without the problems inherent to fixed cabled
systems, the unreliability of CCTV towers or the cost of human guards and their
welfare infrastructure requirements.
When deployed on scaffolding Raidervision is installed to the first lift only, making
it impossible for someone to access the first lift or climb past it on the outside. If
there are adjoining buildings from which someone could access the scaffolding
above the first lift, cameras are also placed in those locations.
Our armoured equipment is designed specifically for use in hazardous
environments. In addition, there’s a one-year battery life on all components, with
batteries changed for no extra charge and the system alerts us before they fail.

The RaiderVision
Kit comprises of
these component
parts.
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RaiderVision units are
installed at 1.2m off the
ground, to ensure the detection of intruders more
quickly than standard
high-mounted systems.
Camera unit measures
515 x 45mm inc’
antenae height.

